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1
Read the texts and then answer the questions

 

RONALDO LUIZ NAZARIO DE LIMA

 

This is the story of the famous soccer player who was born in September 22 , 1976 in a poor area of Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. Ronaldo didn’t have many things most children have, but his great joy in life was football. He often
missed school and was usually outside, with no shoes playing football with a rag ball. Ronaldo’s mother didn’t
want him to play football. When Ronaldo was 14 years old, a former football player, Jairzinho, discovered him. He
realized he was a talented player and two years later, Ronaldo played for a Brazilian team. Now he was on his
way to the top. Today, Ronaldo is one of the best players in the world and everyone knows his name. He is living
proof of a person who turned his dream into reality!!

 

According to the text choose the best answer in each case

 

The text was written basically in: 

A. Simple present

B. Simple past

C. Past perfect

2
The coach who discovered him was: 

A. Jairzinho

B. Jairziinho

C. Nobody he discovered himself

3
Where was Ronaldo born?

A. New York

B. Rio de Janeiro

C. Ecuador

nd



4
His mother was happy about his decision: 

A. True

B. False

C. Maybe

5
How old was he when he was discovered?

A. 14

B. 40

C. 4

6
Was he ….

A. A rich boy

B. A poor boy

C. A good studen

7
He turned his dream into

A. reality

B. a show

C. a bad wish

8
Ronaldo was born: 

A. on September

B. September

C. in September

9
Nowadays is Ronaldo

A. a good soccer player

B. an excellent soccer player

C. a bad soccer player



10
About the text we can infer that

A. He is a poor man

B. He is a millionaire man

C. He has no money



11
LECTURE TWO

 

ECOSYSTEMS

 

Do you know how to describe an ecosystem?

 

An ecosystem is all the living and non-living things

in an environment and the interaction among them.

Most energy in an ecosystem comes from the sun.

the organisms in an ecosystem exchange energy

and food among themselves. And with the

non-living parts of the environment.

 

Now, imagine one ecosystem, there is a tree,

the leaves from the trees make their own food by

using the energy from the sun during the process of photosynthesis. Animals can make their own food.

They get food by eating plants or other animals.

The squirrel eats acorns from the tree. Then the

wolf eats the squirrel. Now, you are in another

ecosystem, the cattle eat the grass and the person

eats the cattle as a hamburger.

 

When a plant is eaten by an animal, the energy

stored in the plant is passed to the animal as food.

Some of the energy is used by the animal; the rest

is stored in the animal´s part, this stored energy,

which started in the plant, is then passed on

when another animal eats the first animal. Thus,

the energy that the squirrel got from eating the

acorns is passed on the wolf when it eats the

squirrel. The energy that the cattle got when it ate

the grass is passed on to the person when she or he

eats the cattle as a hamburger. The ecosystem

always stars with plants, which are called producers because they make food for the whole ecosystem.

Animals and other organisms that get their food

by eating other organisms are called consumers.

 

An ecosystem is made up of

A. animals, plants and non-living things interacting in their environment

12
The……… provides most of the energy in an ecosystem: 

A. animals

B. plants

C. food

13
Plants

A. get food from humans

B. get food from animals

C. make their own food

14
Plants are called………….because they make food for the ecosystem

A. producers

B. consumers

C. stores

15
Animals that eat another organism are called

A. producers

B. consumers

C. stores



B. humans living together

C. plants living together
16

Consumers is a: 

A. noun

B. an adjective

C. a verb

17
Pass on is a

A. noun

B. an adjective

C. verb

18
Cattle is

A. a countable noun

B. uncountable noun

C. an uncountable noun

19
The grass is

A. a countable noun

B. uncountable noun

C. an uncountable noun

20
People is

A. a countable noun

B. uncountable noun

C. an uncountable noun


